We consider an optimization problem related to semi-active damping of vibrating systems. The main problem is to determine the best damping matrix able to minimize influence of the input on the output of the system. We use a minimization criteria based on the H 2 system norm. The objective function is non-convex and the associated optimization problem typically requires a large number of objective function evaluations. We propose an optimization approach that calculates 'interpolatory' reduced order models, allowing for significant acceleration of the optimization process.
Introduction
We consider the following vibrational system described by
where the mass matrix, , and stiffness matrix, , are real, symmetric positive-definite matrices of order . The state variables comprise displacement and rotational degrees of freedom and are collected in the coordinate vector ∈ ℝ . The vector ∈ ℝ denotes the observed output comprising the system displacements in which we are interested, which in turn determines the (constant) output port matrix ∈ ℝ × . The vector ( ) ∈ ℝ represents a dynamic disturbance, the primary excitation . The associated locations of the primary excitation determine the primary excitation matrix, ∈ ℝ × . The damping matrix is given by = + , where and represent contributions from internal and external damping, respectively. We are principally concerned with optimizing the placement and geometry of external dampers whose dynamic effects are described through . The internal damping contribution as encoded in is typically both small in magnitude and difficult to model in detail. Often it is modeled by taking to be a small multiple of critical damping (see, e.g., [18, 19, 47] ):
Other models of internal damping may be considered as well, but whatever model may be chosen (i.e., however is determined), it is part of the description of the underlying structure and not accessible to modification in the course of optimization.
We assume that the external damping, the component of damping that is accessible to modification and optimization, creates dynamic effects that may be modeled as = where = diag ( 1 , 2 , … , ) ∈ ℝ × is a diagonal matrix and ∈ ℝ × determines the placement and geometry of the external dampers. The entries { } =1 are usually called gains or viscosities and represent friction coefficients of the corresponding dampers. These coefficients are nonnegative and may be either constant or vary over time. Here, we consider the to have constant values that will be chosen within fixed feasible margins, ∈ [ − , + ] for = 1, … , . Usually the number of dampers is much smaller than the full dimension: ≪ . More details regarding system stability and model description can be found in [16, 20] .
Damping optimization has a long history in the service of structural engineers and these problems continue to be widely investigated from the perspectives of both engineering and mathematics. A frequent context for damping optimization comes from system stabilization goals, wherein one strategically adds damping to a structure with light internal damping so as to mute resonances or move them away from the frequencies of ambient oscillatory loads or to suppressing damaging effects of external impacts on the structure. There is a vast literature in this field of research, see, e.g., [34, 35, 39, 40, 44] . Depending on the particular application, different damping criteria may be appropriate. For example, for stationary systems criteria that involve spectral abscissa are useful (see [27] ), while criteria that involve total average energy was used in, e.g., [45, 47] . Structured dimension reduction methods using total average energy criterion were considered in [18, 19] . For non-stationary systems one may consider in addition particular external forces that potentially play an important role in system behaviour. In this case, criteria that involve average energy amplitude and average displacement amplitude can be considered (see, e.g., [35, 36, 46] ). Overviews on different possible damping criteria can be found in [29, 49] .
Since optimization of gains 1 , 2 , … , will be our main interest, we collect these parameters into a vector = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) and write ( ) to express the parametric dependence on gains. The transfer function matrix for system (1) is given by
Note that for any ∈ ℂ, ( ; ) is an × complex matrix with rational functions of as elements. We may also rewrite the second-order system representing our vibrating system as a first-order system of differential equations:
leading to an alternate realization of ( ; ): ( ; ) =̂ −̂ ( ) −1̂ . The main task in our setting will be to determine a damping configuration, as encoded in and , which minimizes the influence of the input disturbance, , on observed output states, .
One may consider different criteria to achieve this goal, some are based on system-theoretic norms (see, e.g., [16, 20, 29] ). We focus on the H 2 norm and define a cost function in the frequency domain using the transfer function matrix defined above in (3):
For single-input/single-output (SISO) systems, this criterion can be identified with the response energy resulting from an impulsive input:
Here, is the (scalar) output response of the SISO system (4) resulting from a Dirac function input, ( ). Moreover, in the multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) case, the H 2 -norm provides a uniform bound on the time response magnitude assuming a disturbance with unit 2 -energy: max
In order to minimize uniformly the output under the influence of the disturbance, , we will proceed by determining the "best" damping such that ‖ ‖ H 2 is minimal. Using standard theory (see, e.g., [20, 24, 51] ), it can be shown that the H 2 -norm of the system, ‖ ‖ H 2 , can be expressed via the solution of a Lyapunov equation:
and the matriceŝ ( ),̂ , and̂ are given in (5) . Although this makes evaluation of ‖ (⋅ ; )‖ H 2 amenable to numerical computation, the computational resources required to approach realistic problems is still substantial. Moreover, one observes that the objective function, ‖ (⋅ ; )‖ H 2 will have many local minima with respect to damping positions as encoded in , and for each there may be many local minimizers with respect to the damping gains, = ( 1 , 2 , … , ). Not surprizingly, many function evaluations are necessary to carry out optimization with respect to both and and this frequently creates an unmanageable computational burden.
We introduce an approach here which calculates reduced second-order systems in such a way that allows efficient approximation of the H 2 norm, which in turn brings us a significant acceleration of the optimization process. We focus first on efficient optimization with respect to , and then optimization with respect to damping positions; both can be well approximated and cheaply obtained using a reduced order model. Since we are dealing with structured secondorder systems, we use structure preserving methods which are derived particularly for a parametric setting.
There are several different methods for calculating a reduced system for second-order settings; see, e.g., [6, 9, 10, 21, 22, 25, 38, 41, 43] . A review of different methods of dimension reduction, both parametric and nonparametric, can be found in [2, 3, 5, 8, 14, 15, 17, 33] . The approximation of optimal damping using dimension reduction for stationary second-order systems was studied in [18, 19] where the authors considered optimization of passive damping. Another approach based on dominant poles, presented first in [42] , was studied in [16] . The approach that we present here uses interpolatory projections to produce high fidelity reduced-dimension second-order systems that are then optimized with respect to damping as measured with the H 2 system norm. We employ a variant of the Iterative Rational Krylov Algorithm (IRKA), which is a popular approach for producing high quality reduced models. IRKA produces locally H 2 -optimal reduced models, dovetailing perfectly with the optimization task at hand. In Section 2, we describe the original IRKA approach as well as our variant, and organize its use in damping optimization. Implementation issues are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe a variety of numerical experiments that show the advantages of our approach.
IRKA and Damping Optimization
The use of reduced models in parameter optimization involves iterating a two step process wherein one performs parameter optimization on a high-fidelity, parameterized surrogate model in the first, comparatively inexpensive step, which is expected to bring the parameters into the vicinity of their optimal values, followed by a (generally more expensive) update step that corrects deviations that the surrogate model may have with the true parameterized system in the vicinity of the current parameter values. This approach is aligned with classical trust region strategies, see for example, [1, 31] . Since we are seeking to minimize the H 2 system norm with respect to a variety of damping configurations, an effective choice of surrogate models will be H 2 optimal reduced order models. Efficient interpolatory projection methods have been developed to derive locally H 2 -optimal reduced order models in related settings (e.g. see [7, 12, 26, 32] ).
Projection-based methods for model reduction can be described quite simply. We approximate the full state, ( ), using ( ) ≈ ( ) where ∈ ℝ × has linearly independent columns spanning a right modeling space that is still to be determined. A complementary left modeling space spanned by the columns of a second matrix, ∈ ℝ × , allows us to enforce PetrovGalerkin conditions that define reduced model dynamics:
, and = * .
The reduced model output then appears as ( ) = ( ) with = . Evidently, one should choose and , or equivalently, right and left modeling subspaces, so as to ensure ( ) ≈ ( ) over a wide range of inputs, ( ). In [16] , the authors have chosen the columns of and to contain eigenvectors of the polynomial pencil, 
Note that 2 ( ; ) is an × complex matrix (same size as ( ; )) but now with rational functions of lower order (2 − 1, 2 ) as elements.
We will make a different choice for and , choosing them instead so as to enforce tangential interpolation conditions: for selected interpolation points 1 , 2 , … , ∈ ℂ and directions 1 , … , and 1 , … , , we will choose and so that
Calculation of and that enforce these interpolation properties is straightforward, and depending on the context, a variety of choices for interpolation points and tangent directions could be used, see, e.g., [4, 11, 13, 23, 28, 32] . This is the thrust of interpolatory projection methods for model reduction. Since we are dealing with structured second-order mechanical systems, we will constrain the choice of and so as to preserve second-order structure as well as important system properties such as system stability, passivity, and reciprocity which is encoded in system structure through the symmetry and positive-definiteness of , , and . This can be accomplished by setting = , and then (10) becomes:
Using either (10) or (12), one may express the reduced transfer function 2 ( ; ) in (11) in terms of its 2 poles and residues:
First-order necessary conditions for an order 2 rational function,̂ 2 ( ), having the form (13) (and having 2 distinct poles, { }) to be an optimal H 2 reduced order approximation to ( ) are due to Meier and Luenberger [37] . They require that̂ 2 ( ) be a Hermite interpolant to the full-order system at points in the complex plane that reflect the reduced system poles across the imaginary axis and for MIMO systems this need only happen in particular directions in the input/output spaces see, e.g., [23, 32, 48] 
, then̂ 2 is also a tangential Hermite interpolant of ( ) at
IRKA [32] is an algorithm that can produce such an̂ 2 efficiently and will provide directly a standard realization for it:
2 , but significantly for our application,̂ 2 will not generally have the form of a second-order system transfer function such as 2 in (11), and this is what motivates the modification we propose for IRKA.
Assume that we have a damping configuration given by and = diag ( 1 , 2 , … , ), and we would like to obtain a reduced model, 2 ( ; ), of the form (11) that will accurately represent ( ; ) at least for small changes that may be made to the gains, 1 , 2 , … , . Using ‖ 2 ( ; )‖ H 2 as a surrogate for ‖ ( ; )‖ H 2 , we choose 1 , 2 , … , so as to minimize the value of ‖ 2 ( ; )‖ H 2 (and hopefully, by proxy, ‖ ( ; )‖ H 2 ).
Algorithm 1, which we will also refer to as sym2IRKA, calculates a modeling basis ∈ ℂ × using a one-sided projection approach inspired by IRKA. In each iteration, we form a 2 order reduced system transfer function given by (11) and (12) that interpolates the true transfer function at a set of interpolation points in directions that had been determined in the previous step. In order to proceed, in Step 4, the 2 order reduced system transfer function is further reduced to an order transfer function represented in pole-residue form as̃
. By reflection across the imaginary axis, this gives interpolation points and tangent directions with which to continue to the next step. There are many strategies with which to carry out this "internal reduction" step, and in what follows we consider three different strategies:
(a) internal reduction based on balanced truncation: we use the balanced truncation method applied to a linearized order 2 realization of 2 , to produce an order (standard system) realization. The poles of this realization are reflected to produce the next set of interpolation points. Details regarding the balanced truncation method can be found, e.g., in [2, 3, 15] .
(b) internal reduction based on IRKA: We follow a process similar to (a) except we use a variant of IRKA to produce an order (standard system) realization. A natural way of doing this would be to use the original formulation of IRKA, which, upon convergence, will produce a reduced system satisfying necessary conditions for H 2 optimality. Interestingly, we found this approach did not perform as well as a (H 2 suboptimal) one-sided modification of IRKA similar to Algorithm 1 (i.e., using = ) but applied instead to a linearized order 2 realization of 2 in order to reduce it to a standard order realization. This modified approach appears to reduce the potential for a loss of stability at non-interpolating damping configurations and we generally observe faster convergence of the iteration.
(c) internal reduction based on dominant poles: we choose the most dominant poles that are closed under conjugation, see e.g., [16, 42] ); the transfer function (3) can be represented
where ∈ ℂ and , ∈ ℂ ∖{0} are, respectively, eigenvalues, right eigenvectors, and left eigenvectors of the quadratic eigenvalue problem
Although there are a variety of definitions for "dominant" poles; we take as dominant those poles producing the largest values of
. This choice has been shown to have good performance within the optimization setting that we consider here. If the dominant poles fail to be closed under conjugation then we consider taking + 1 dominant poles, so as to be closed under conjugation.
Algorithm 1: sym2IRKA. Symmetrized IRKA for second-order systems Input: System matrices defining (1) with (fixed) gainŝ = ( 1 , 2 , … , ) .
-maximum number of iterations allowed for system reduction Initial shift selection: { 1 … , } (closed under conjugation). Initial tangent directions: { 1 , … , } (also closed under conjugation). Output: Modeling basis (̂ ) producing an interpolatory ROM at =̂ . Internal reduction step using strategies (a), (b), or (c):
Reduce the order 2 transfer function, 2 , defined in (13) to an order transfer function, if { } converged then 7: break; 8: end if 9: end for 10:
Other potential strategies for internal reduction may be found in [50] . Note that the for loop in sym2IRKA goes up to a specified maximum number of iterations, , but is stopped earlier if two consecutive sets of interpolation points, { } have changed only slightly within a given tolerance. In terms of computational effort, note that Step 4 deals only with reduced systems, requiring effort that scales with ≪ rather than .
Although we are solving large linear systems repeatedly within Step 1 and Step 6, we find that these tasks can be implemented efficiently through the use of the modal coordinates. This is discussed in the next subsection.
Through the use of sym2IRKA, we obtain a reduced model that has the same structure as the true system and should replicate the response of the true system (and hence replicate its H 2 norm) to relatively high accuracy at the given sampling gain ( 1 , 2 , … , ). In order to approximate the H 2 norm of ( , ) with the (easily computed) H 2 norm of 2 ( , ) over a sufficiently broad range of parameter values in , we will employ a parametric model order reduction approach described in [7] . In this approach we calculate H 2 -based interpolatory reduced systems for a small number of selected sampling parameters and then form an aggregate interpolatory reduced model. The original and reduced model then have virtually the same H 2 norms on the given set of sampling gains and generally nearly so at points in between. This makes the optimization process more robust and damping optimization can be performed more efficiently. A similar approach was also used in [16] where the authors considered local approximations based on dominant poles of the system. In our setting, parameterized model order reduction (PMOR) is organized so that we calculate reduced systems given by (12) for several, say , damping gain configurations, ( ) , = 1, … , and for each of these sampled gain configurations (represented as a -tuple of individual damper gains), we calculate a modeling basis, ( ) , that corresponds to a reduced system given by (12) . We then merge all ( ) = 1, … , into an aggregate modeling basis, = [ (1) , (2) , … , ( ) ] and form an aggregate reduced system model,
By using this approach, we are assured of a good approximation of system response (and H 2 norm approximation) for any of the particular gain configurations, ( ) , = 1, … , , and we will generally retain good approximation for nearby gain configurations as well. Since we are interested in optimizing these gains, we may organize the procedure so that sampled gain configurations are determined adaptively during the optimization process, and used to augment the aggregate modeling basis. Gain configurations that were useful earlier in the process but that no longer contribute significant information can be dropped from the aggregate modeling basis. How best to produce a balanced parameter sampling strategy is an important and generally unresolved issue, but for particular problems there have been some advances (e.g., see the recent survey [15] ). For our damping optimization problem, we consider two main strategies to sample damping gain configurations:
(i) predetermined sampling of damping gain configurations: We use a predetermined set of damping gain configurations: (1) , … , ( ) that has been chosen from the set of feasible damping gain configurations,
. This choice can be done via uniform sampling across a fixed mesh in the feasible region, or it can include ad hoc choices of damping gain configurations as well. For example, we include among our predetermined damping gain configurations, the trivial configuration, = 0, that is, we include a system having only internal damping and no external damping. This approach is described in more detail as Algorithm 2.
(ii) adaptive sampling during optimization. Starting with an initial damping gain configuration (say, (1) = 0), construct a reduced order model, 2 ( ; (1) ) using sym2IRKA. Then, allowing to vary, determine the next damping gain configuration to be sampled by finding (2) that solves (approximately)
Repeat this process, each time augmenting the modeling subspace used to construct reduced models with information from the newest reduced order model. This is discussed below and described in more detail as Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 2 Approximation of optimal gains using predetermined gain configuration samples Input: System matrices defining (1); A set of (different) gain configurations (1) Form a global reduced system using as in (17) . 6 : Find (approximate) optimal gains by optimizing the gains of the global reduced system, (17) (using an appropriate optimization tool).
Algorithm 3 Computation of optimal gains with adaptive sampling
Input: System matrices defining (1); An initial gain configuration̂
) . Initial choices for shift selection 1 … , and directions 1 , … , ; -number of retained poles for each gain configuration; -maximum number of iterations for sym2IRKA (Algorithm 1).
-termination criterion for gain optimization Output: Approximate optimal gains. 1: = 0; 2: repeat 3: Using the gain configuration ( ) , calculate a reduced order modeling subspace, , with sym2IRKA.
4:
Form a reduced system using = orth([ 0 , 1 , … , ]) as in (17).
5:
= + 1
6:
Find an (approximately) optimal gain configuration by optimizing the gains of the global reduced system, (17) (using an appropriate optimization tool), and denote it by
Strategies (i) and (ii) (and the associated Algorithms 2 and 3) could be viewed as representing two extremes and one can easily construct sensible sampling strategies that combine elements of both in various ways. The common element in both strategies is the use of a reduced order model that inherits from the original model, (3), the parameterization with respect to damping. The optimal damping configuration then is sought by optimizing the reduced order model, using it as an inexpensive surrogate for the original model. This is effective when the H 2 -norm of the reduced order model closely tracks the H 2 -norm of the original model as the damping parameters in change. In order to assure that, one may include in the optimization goals a greedy search for the damping parameter̂ , such that the deviation of H 2 -norm values between full-order and reduced-order models is largest:
where, as before, is transfer function of full system while 2 is transfer function of reduced system given by (17) . Augmenting the current reduced model so as to interpolate the full order model at̂ is likely to improve fidelity over a wide range of intervening . One may repeat the procedure until the deviation given by (18) is acceptable. Such an approach ensures that the reduced system is an accurate surrogate for the full system viewed as a function of damping parameters, . There are two principal disadvantages to this approach in our setting. The first is that the determination of̂ from (18) requires evaluation of the H 2 -norm of the full system, which either is computationally very demanding, or if the H 2 -norm is computed only approximately, this introduces an additional layer of approximation to the approach. The second disadvantage is that it may happen that the greedy selection of gains produced by (18) may be far away from the gains that minimize the H 2 -norm of the full system, so we expend significant effort in producing a reduced model that has high fidelity at damping configurations that are not interesting for us.
Therefore, we propose an adaptive sampling strategy that samples gain configurations that have approximately minimized the H 2 -norm of an intermediate reduced order system. Assume that we have obtained at some stage in the process a reduced system given by (17) with = 1 . We then determine a gain configuration,̂ , that minimizes the surrogate objective function:
where 2 is the transfer function of the reduced system given by (17) . We generate another modeling subspace,
2
, that would produce a high fidelity reduced model at the system with a damping configuration of̂ , (i.e., we calculate 2 using Algorithm 1 for the gain configuration ), but we update the reduced system by augmenting the modeling subspace with ). These steps are repeated (and the modeling subspace grows), until the difference between consecutively sampled gains drops below the prescribed tolerance . until the difference between consecutive sampling gains is equal or smaller than prescribed tolerance . In this way, the modeling subspace spanned by the columns of continues to grow and the reduced order model generally provides progressively higher fidelity approximations to the full order system in the vicinity of the sampled damping configurations. However, this added fidelity might not provide improved information about the optimum damping configuration. Note also that if too low an order is used for the reduced model then it may have poor fidelity notwithstanding its local H 2 -optimality and the reduced models could fail to recover even coarse H 2 -norm information for the full system resulting (potentially) in a false optimum. As a practical matter, we have found that quite small reduced system orders will still produce reasonable H 2 -norm estimates and we have not observed such failures. It is significant that we are able to avoid entirely the evaluation of the H 2 norm of the full system, which is a forbidding computational challenge for large scale systems.
Some Implementation Details
Our approach relies on the effectiveness of sym2IRKA (Algorithm 1), in generating structured reduced order models with good fidelity. The efficiency of this process is improved if we introduce modal coordinates: Since and are symmetric positive definite matrices there exists a nonsingular matrix Φ (the modal matrix) which simultaneously diagonalizes both and :
where 0 < 1 ≤ 2 ≤ … ≤ are the undamped natural frequencies of the system while the columns of the matrix Φ are eigenvectors (modes) of the undamped system. We have adopted the usual assumption on internal damping, namely that internal damping is modal damping, meaning that Φ diagonalizes the internal damping matrix, , as well. We have taken internal damping to be modeled as a small multiple of critical damping, so Φ Φ = 2 Ω with small . Evidently, this approach can be adapted immediately to other models of internal damping as well, e.g., Rayleigh damping or more general proportional damping (see, e.g. [36] ). Now, rewrite the system (1) in modal coordinates. By using (19) and substituting ( ) = Φ̂ ( ), we obtain:̈
We are focused in optimizing parameters in matrix = diag ( 1 , 2 , … , ) where number of dampers is usually much smaller than the number of states. This means that within the damping matrix during the optimization process we have small rank update which one should use in order to use the structure of system matrices efficiently. In particular, in steps 1 and 6 of Algorithm 1, one drawback from the computational point of view, is that we need to solve many linear systems especially within the main loop of the algorithm. Here, since we are in modal coordinates we use the following approach.
In applying sym2IRKA, it is necessary to solve repeatedly systems of linear equations having the form ( , for varying shifts and directions . In modal coordinates,
and we have used the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [30] in passing from the first to the second line.
Note that ( ) is an × diagonal matrix and ( , ) is a × matrix. Recalling that ≪ is the number of dampers, the evaluation of products of the form ( , ) or even outright evaluation of the full matrix ( , ) can be implemented very efficiently.
The choice of initial gain in Algorithm 3 follows [16] , where it was found effective to take initial gains uniformly equal to zero ( (0) = 0), so that the optimization process starts with a modally damped system having each mode with a presumed fixed initial fraction, , of critical damping. In [16] , modal truncation was used to form reduced order models to be used as surrogates in the damping optimization process (see also, [19, 29, 49] ); here we improve on the standard modal approximation by using IRKA approach on system without external damping. It is shown that one can take undamped eigenvectors that corresponds to the smallest undamped eigenfrequencies, in order to obtain modal approximation of the system. This improves robustness of optimization process and it can also be calculated off-line since it does not include information on external damping. Here we will improve standard modal approximation (see, e.g. [16, 19, 29, 49] ) by using sym2IRKA (Algorithm 1) without external damping (g=0).
The application of Krylov-based model reduction of second-order systems with proportional damping was studied in [10] , but since in this particular case (with = 0) in Step 1 and Step 6 of sym2IRKA, we need only solve diagonal systems and running sym2IRKA can be done off-line without significant cost. This first approximation determines an initial shift selection 1 … , . The corresponding tangent directions 1 , … , are calculated as right singular vectors of reduced system transfer function evaluations on the corresponding initial shifts. In this way, the first cycle of either Algorithm 2 or 3 involving the development of a reduced order model for the case = 0 can be counted as part of the off-line phase. We have observed in the numerical examples described below, that this initial model reduction approach provides ultimately a better approximation of optimal gains than if we were to use modal approximation for the initial surrogate model.
Note that in Step 3 of Algorithm 3, we recycle information obtained from earlier sym2IRKA runs: optimal shifts and directions obtained from sym2IRKA can be used as starting shifts and directions for the next run of sym2IRKA. This further improves the convergence behaviour of sym2IRKA, especially when consecutive gain configurations are close to one another.
Numerical experiments
We illustrate here the advantages that accrue with the use of sym2IRKA, which is our variant of IRKA introduced as Algorithm 1. We present results obtained using different sampling strategies for intermediate damping configurations and different approaches taken for the internal reduction step (Step 4) in sym2IRKA. These results will be compared with the approach presented in [16] , which describes another approach to damping optimization. Example 4.1. We consider a mechanical system of masses connected in sequence by simple springs (see [45] ), so that each mass is connected via a spring to two neighboring masses. The mathematical model is given as (1) , where the mass and stiffness matrices are
We consider this system with =1900 masses and the following values for mass and stiffness: The parameter associated with internal damping (2) is set to 0.005 (i.e., 0.5% critical damping).
The primary excitation comes from 10 disturbances applied at 10 consecutive masses starting with mass 471 until mass 480, in such a way that the magnitude of the excitation is highest at the centerpoint of the range of masses, dropping off at the edges. Thus, the matrix ∈ ℝ
1900×10
is defined so that 
all other entries are zero. For the output, we are interested in observing the displacement history of 18 masses that are uniformly distributed throughout the system starting with mass 100:
which we obtain by choosing matrix ∈ ℝ 18×1900 as (1 ∶ 18, 100 ∶ 100 ∶ 1800) = 18×18 ; all other entries are equal to zero.
External damping is provided by four dampers (i.e., = 4) that are configured into two independently positioned pairs of adjacent dampers, with the damping geometry determined by
where is the th canonical vector and indices and determine the damper positions. Since the first and second dampers share the same gain 1 , and the third and fourth dampers share the gain 2 , appears as
We consider different damping configurations by varying the indices and . In particular, we consider the following possibilities: {( , ) | ∈ {50, 150, 250, 350} and ∈ {850, 950, 1050, … , 1850}}.
This gives 44 different damping configurations over which we optimize.
During the optimization procedure, we use the following parameters in Algorithms 2 and 3:
A convergence tolerance of 0.001 was used for termination in step 6 of sym2IRKA. Viscosities were optimized by MATLAB's built-in fminsearch using a termination tolerance of 10 . The starting point for the optimization procedure was (0) = (1000, 1000). We perform several comparisons with this example. The first comparison is between our approach using sym2IRKA and the dominant pole approach using [16, Algorithm 1 and 2].
For clearer comparisons, we use preset gain configurations with four parameter samples:
= (1000, 1000), (3) = (100, 1000) and (4) = (1000, 100). When we used adaptive sampling, then the starting initial gain was taken as
(1) = (0, 0) allowing only for internal damping. We note that the magnitude of the first and second gains varies between 500 and 4000, thus for the sake of better comparisons with the preset gain configurations, we have chosen values in this range. Usually such information is not known in advance and an adaptive sampling strategy could be advantageous.
As one can see in the upper plot of Figure 1 , approaches using sym2IRKA have smaller relative errors in optimal gain. Relative error of the optimal gain was calculated by ‖ * − ‖∕‖ ‖, where and * denote the optimal gain calculated with and without dimension reduction, respectively. The influence of our H 2 -based reduction approach is emphasized even further in the lower plot of Figure 1 where we depict the relative errors in the H 2 cost function. sym2IRKA consistently yields smaller error.
Next, we consider different damping configuration sampling strategies coupled with different internal reduction strategies ((a), (b) and (c) as described above) used in Step 4 of sym2IRKA. For Algorithm 2, a predetermined damping configuration sampling was used. For Algorithm 3 the first initial gain was set to an approximation of optimal gains obtained by using sym2IRKA applied to a system that has only internal damping. In Figure 2 we show relative errors for Algorithm 2 and 3 with internal reduction strategies based on balanced truncation, sym2IRKA, and the dominant pole algorithm related to strategies (a), (b), and (c) described above.
Besides accuracy, an important comparison criterion is the speed-up of the underlying optimization algorithm. Table 1 shows the average speed-up for the optimization process obtained by sym2IRKA for different strategies of internal reduction. We show here the average ratio between the time required for the gain optimization with and without the approximation technique We conclude that we have obtained satisfactory relative errors in these trials and the approach using sym2IRKA significantly accelerated the optimization process. Moreover, we see that an approach that includes adaptive sampling additionally improves the efficiency of the sym2IRKA approach, especially if feasible intervals of optimal gains are not known in advance.
For the predetermined sampling strategy, we have obtained similar reduced dimension for approaches that use sym2IRKA, however an approach that uses the dominant pole approach had smaller reduced dimension. In particular, the average reduced dimension for predetermined sampling with strategy (a), strategy (b), and strategy (c) was 150, 178 and 141, respectively, while for the approach based on dominant poles, we obtained an average reduced dimension of 98. This means that an approach that uses sym2IRKA provides a modeling subspace that spans a "richer" subspace, if we compare with the subspace that is obtained by using the dominant pole approach. The reduced dimension has a direct impact not only on the time ratio, but also on the Example 4.2. We now consider a different structure that allows for more variables within the optimization process. Consider a mass oscillator with 2 + 1 masses and 2 + 3 springs (see [16, 19] ). There are two rows of masses connected with springs; the first row of masses have stiffnesses 1 and the second row have stiffnesses 2 . The first masses on the left edge ( 1 and +1 ) are connected to a fixed boundary while on the other side of rows the masses ( and 2 ) are connected to mass 2 +1 with a stiffness 3 connected to a fixed boundary.
As in the previous example, the mathematical model is given by (1) 
We will consider the -mass oscillator with = 1000, which means that we consider 2001 masses with the following configuration for the masses: The stiffness values are given by 1 = 400, 2 = 100, 3 = 300. The parameter associated with internal damping (2) is set to 0.003 (i.e., 0.3% critical damping).
The primary excitation are 21 disturbances applied to 21 masses that are closest to ground. The 10 masses closest to the left-hand side are such that masses closest to the ground are exposed to higher magnitude disturbances. Additionally, a disturbance is applied to the mass on the righthand side. That is ∈ ℝ . In this example we illustrate how our approach based on sym2IRKA performs within a setting having more optimization variables. We still consider four dampers ( = 4) but now with different viscosities. The geometry of external damping is determined by a matrix given by = − +5 +20 − +25 − +5 +20 − +25 ,
where is the th canonical vector and indices and determine damping positions. Since the dampers now have (potentially) all different viscosities, we have that
The positions are chosen such that the first two dampers are applied on the first row of masses, while the third and the fourth damper are applied on the second row of masses. Similarly as in the previous example, in order to consider different damping configurations, we vary the indices and . The following configurations are considered: This gives 28 different damping configurations over which we optimize.
During optimization, we use the following parameters for Algorithms 2 and 3:
A tolerance of 0.001 was used for checking convergence in Step 6 of sym2IRKA. The starting point for optimization (as performed by fminsearch) was set to (1000, 1000, 1000, 1000). The termination tolerance for fminsearch was set to 5 ⋅ 10 −4
. We observed that the magnitudes of all optimal gains vary from 350 to 7000, thus, as we have done in the previous example, for the predetermined gain sampling we choose values that belong to this range. In particular, five sampling parameters were used as predetermined samples of damping gain configurations:
(1) = (0, 0, 0, 0) -representing a system that has only internal damping, (2) = (1000, 1000, 1000, 1000), (3) = (1000, 1000, 4000, 4000),
= (4000, 4000, 1000, 1000), and (5) = (4000, 500, 4000, 500). For the case of adaptive sampling, the initial gain was (0, 0, 0, 0), as before, but since we have more variables and in order to improve robustness, in the generation of the initial subspace we have added a starting point informed by the optimization procedure (that is, at an initial gain of (1000, 1000, 1000, 1000)).
Note that in these examples the starting point for optimization also included predetermined sampling of damping gain configurations.
Similarly as in the first example, in Figure 3 we show relative errors for the H 2 norm at optimal gain. This figure shows results obtained by Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 with strategies of internal reduction based strategies from cases (a), (b) and (c). We can see that within the given tolerances the proposed methodology for damping optimization once again yields satisfactory approximation together with significant acceleration of optimization. As in the previous example, our approach based on sym2IRKA returned approximation of optimal gains with better relative errors compared to the one obtained by dominant pole approach based on [16, Algorithm 1 and 2] in this example as well. Similar to the first example, in Table 2 we illustrate average time speed-up for the optimization process obtained using sym2IRKA for different strategies of internal reduction. In this example dominant pole algorithm based on [16, Algorithm 1 and 2] accelerated optimization process 83.87 times. This is also significant acceleration factor, but new approach based on sym2IRKA was even more efficient, yielding an accelerating factor as high as 208. From this table we can see that adaptive strategy is more efficient for strategies a) and b), but provides slightly smaller time ratio for strategy b). Here adaptive sampling needed more updates of initial gains which have had impact in the final time ratio, but this strategy do not need to have additional information on the area where are the optimal gains. Although the time speed ups depend on the tuning tolerances, for both examples we can conclude, based on performed numerical experiments, that the approach based on sym2IRKA is significantly faster than the dominant pole approach while also providing better relative errors. For the predetermined sampling strategy, we have used gain samples that are somehow in the vicinity of the optimal gains and this is, in general, hard to know. Thus, in practice, the adaptive sampling strategy is expected to be much more efficient. The adaptive sampling strategy yields similar relative errors as the predetermined sampling strategy and usually provides better or at least similar acceleration speed up.
